Season Ticket Members may exchange all tickets for one match to any future 2019 MLS Regular Season match. Thank you for your support of FC Cincinnati during the 2019 season.

**2019 TICKET EXCHANGE POLICY:**

- All tickets in the account for that match must be exchanged. No partial exchanges will be issued.
- Up to **6 exchanges** can be made throughout the season. **Exchanges must be done ten (10) days prior to the game you are exchanging out.**
- Tickets being exchanged are good for any seat of equal or lesser value and are **subject to availability**.
- All tickets in sold out areas will be issued to the next best available location, **subject to availability**.
- Tickets being exchanged **can be** relocated to allow all tickets to be consolidated in one seating location of equal or lesser value.
- Multiple matches cannot be exchanged into the same match.
- Tickets will be available for print at home through the season ticket account on file.
- Tickets being exchanged must be mailed in with this form. (Barcodes for exchanged tickets will be voided and those tickets will no longer be valid.)
- **No exchanges will be made for unused tickets for matches that have already been played.**

**ENTER YOUR CONTACT AND GAME INFORMATION:**

NAME: ____________________________________________

DATE: __________ PHONE #: __________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: __________________________________________

GAME(S) EXCHANGING: ________________________________________

SELECT NEW GAME(S): ________________________________________

I would like my exchange tickets to be consolidated to one seating location: **YES** **NO**

(Please note: There are no partial exchanges. Ex: If you have 4 season tickets, all 4 must be exchanged for one other game. Additionally, if you wish to consolidate your seats to one location, please mail in the tickets for both matches along with this form)

**Questions or Concerns Please Contact:**

FCC Ticket Office: (513) 977-5435
tickets@fccincinnati.com
14 E. 4th St. 3rd Floor
Cincinnati, OH 45202

*FC Cincinnati reserves the right to decline any exchange.*